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How Good is Your TCA and How Do You Know?
Introduction
The absence of a consolidated tape in the FX marketplace raises many issues for everyone executing FX with a fiduciary responsibility.
How can clients be sure that they have executed their trades at the “best” price? What does “best execution” in FX really mean? How
can clients be sure that using an external algorithmic execution is the best choice, and that the provider does not benefit from that trade
other than the fee charged for execution?
Those questions, and many more, have created the imperative for TCA and the growing number of providers who promise their buy
side customers the delivery of in-depth analysis and an evaluation of their FX execution costs. Cürex would argue that meaningful
analysis can only be delivered through the use of high quality data. In this ViewPoint, we examine not only the value of differentiated
data but the importance of the consistency of that data for every buy side institution striving for relevant TCA.

What Constitutes “Good” Data?
Cürex believes that data quality can be determined by answering two questions:
• How real is the data?
• How relevant is the data being used to the execution being evaluated?

How real is the data?
FX data can be sourced from a variety of alternatives: data information systems, data vendors or execution venues. Each one presents
different challenges.
A data information system is a centralized, multi-asset class execution and data hub. Information available through these hubs has
the possibility of being managed by the multiple market contributors and can present a fragmented view of the FX market. As such,
since these systems merely receive and reissue FX market information, there is no way to guarantee the complete accuracy of the
data itself. Any impurity in the data set could have an impact on the quality of the data being used by TCA providers.
Data vendors buy data from multiple sources to aggregate a greater volume of information. These vendors can buy data from FX
market aggregators themselves to create even more depth and market volume. This attempt to aggregate volume undoubtedly results
in the inclusion of shadow liquidity in the vendors’ data sets since individual liquidity providers will price onto multiple platforms.
This market reality creates the illusion of more buying or selling interest, which evaporates once a buyer or seller executes against that
liquidity on one of those platforms where the liquidity provider is pricing.
Given the potential problems with data sourced from data information systems or data vendors, it seems obvious that the best source of
FX data for TCA would come from execution venues. But not all electronic execution venues are the same. In general, ECNs allow
for the natural matching of executions between buyers and sellers, especially when the liquidity provision is robust. However, most
ECNs include the provision of a “last look” for the banks and high frequency traders providing liquidity to their platforms. The fact
that a liquidity provider can show a price that it is not committed to downgrades the FX data sourced from those electronic platforms
for the purpose of TCA.

How relevant is the data being used to the execution being evaluated?
Buy side institutions using TCA need to be confident that their providers are using data that allows for an “apples to apples”
comparison between the reference data point (rate) and the executed price of their individual trades. The two principle elements that
must be matched are time and volume.
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A precise time stamp is required for confident TCA of any FX execution by an institution with fiduciary responsibility. The granularity
of the time stamp is critical since FX rates change every millisecond. A necessary first step is therefore the demand by the buy side for
accurate time stamps for every trade. Detailed time stamping is even more important for tranches of an algorithmic execution since the
liquidity provider in those executions is often allowed to deal with the client’s exposure with “discretion.”
Matching volume (trade size) is also critical for TCA to be relevant. Spreads can widen dramatically with higher volume, particularly with
minor currency pairs or when those trades occur in time zones during periods of reduced market liquidity. To achieve robust TCA, the FX
data employed must be two dimensional and include not only a “top of book” rate but also rates that represent the full depth of book.

Data Consistency is the Key — The Cürex Difference
There is a massive amount of data generated by the FX marketplace. Cürex would argue that while FX market data is plentiful, the
current market providers of TCA rely on inconsistent data for the ongoing evaluation of their customers’ trade executions. In this
article, we have examined the data that flows from many sources, with no control or oversight and which can contain a large amount of
phantom interest at phantom prices. This undeniable lack of transparency creates a dilemma for buy side institutions who are searching
for real performance evaluation of their FX trading activity.
All Cürex data and thus all Cürex data analytics are sourced from the Cürex ECN. That ECN operates like an “exchange” for FX
execution. Here’s what makes the difference:
• All prices/rates on the Cürex ECN are executable – there is no “last look” and therefore no phantom
liquidity or phantom prices
• The Cürex ECN is completely transparent – every buyer and seller sees the same executable rates
• Cürex liquidity is sourced from 13 of the largest global banks – our liquidity does not include any HFTs
• The Cürex ECN rules are published and fair – every client pays the same brokerage without regard
to currency pair or trade size
In addition to the important characteristics that underlie the consistency of the Cürex data, our data is the exclusive source for the FTSE
Cürex FX Index Series – the FX market’s only live, streaming and executable FX benchmarks.

Conclusion
The foundation of accurate and meaningful TCA is built on the data that is used for those calculations. Cürex would suggest that if that
TCA is to be trusted and actionable, it must rely on data that is pure, consistent and is generated from an anonymous, multi-contributor
electronic marketplace that follows transparent rules that govern all participants. Any other approach merely gives the purchaser of that
TCA a “lite” version of what it requires as a fiduciary. The liability risk surrounding FX execution today is too real to rely on “lite” TCA.

“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional FX user
benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX marketplace for
the benefit of our partners and customers. Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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